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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Presentation Abstract: With support from USAID and the World Bank, RTI International has developed and piloted a diagnostic tool for assessing the foundation skills of reading acquisition among children in the early grades of primary school (typically grades 1 to 3). The resulting Early Grade Reading Assessment (EGRA), grounded in reading research and the consensus of an international expert panel of reading instruction and assessment specialists, has since been piloted in a dozen countries and languages (and counting). This presentation will share results from the pilot application of the EGRA in three languages: English, Spanish and French. Each of the assessment components is closely linked to research on the development of foundation skills in early literacy acquisition. As the assessment is competency- rather than curriculum-based there is great potential for use across a number of countries as a diagnostic tool for identifying areas that need improvement. 
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The Why and How of EGRA: Overview

 Why an Early Grade Reading 
Assessment (EGRA)?

 How has EGRA been developed?

 How is EGRA administered?

 What do the results look like so far?

 How can EGRA results be used?
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Why an Early Grade Reading Assessment?
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Why an Early Grade Reading Assessment (EGRA)?
 USAID interest in a simple, reliable and valid 

indicator of early reading progress (“dipstick” on 
quality, GAO statement on measuring outcomes)

 Growing concern that “Education for All” has led to 
increased enrollment, but quality has not kept pace

 Current international assessments assume students 
can read and write (e.g. TIMSS, PIRLS, PISA)

 Most national assessments also measure late (in 
terms of ability to remediate)

 Students in low income countries perform at about 
the 3rd percentile of a developed country distribution

Presenter
Presentation Notes
EFA (complete, free and compulsory primary education of good quality)Recall EGA Improving all aspects of the quality of education, and ensuring excellence of all so that recognized and measurable learning outcomes are achieved by all especially in literacy, numeracy and essential life skills.Pritchett: Cross-national data show no association between increases in human capital attributable to the rising educational attainment of the labor force and the rate of growth of output per worker. 
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Only top 5% of Peru’s 
kids are at OECD 
average.  In Africa it is 
maybe 1%?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Extrapolating from regional assessments like SACMEQ and PASEC: results indicate that the median child in a low income country performs at about the second percentile of a high income country distribution (worse than 98 percent of students tested in the high income countries). 
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Why EGRA: Word Recognition

(Adapted from: Seymour, Aro, et al. 2003)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
GPC=Grapheme Phoneme Correspondences: The (hopefully consistent) relationship between the written language components we see (Graphemes) and the sounds that correspond to them (Phonemes).Grapheme. The most basic unit in an alphabetic written system which corresponds to a phoneme. A grapheme might be composed of one or more than one letter or of a letter with a diacritic mark (such as ‘é’ vs ‘e’ in French).Phonemes. The smallest linguistically distinctive units of sound allowing for differentiation of two words within a specific language (e.g. top and mop differ by only one phoneme, but the meaning changes). Source: Department for Children, Schools and Families, 2007www.standards.dfes.gov.uk/eyfs/resources/downloads/paper_on_searchlights_model.pdf The Reading Wars (A Balanced Approach?) Children need to acquire and practice certain skills in the early stages of reading in order to develop fluent automatic word reading, whereas the abilities to understand and appreciate written texts continue to develop throughout life. Development of fluent and automatic word reading skills is based on acquisition and use of phonic knowledge.To recognize words children need to be taught:· grapheme–phoneme (letter/sound) correspondences (the alphabetic principle)in a clearly defined, incremental sequence· to apply the highly important skill of blending (synthesising) phonemes inorder, all through a word to read it· to apply the skills of segmenting words into their constituent phonemes tospell them· that blending and segmenting are reversible processesTo develop their word recognition skills, beginner readers need to do thefollowing.· Set up processes for identifying letters.· Acquire a store of essential phonic rules, processes to link graphemes tophonemes and blend phonemes into words. In the first instance, the store ofphonic rules will contain the single letter–sound correspondences that aretypically the first rules children are taught. Development involves expandingthe number of stored rules and incorporating increasingly complex andconditional rules.· Establish a store of familiar words that are recognised immediately on sightand linked to their meanings. Development involves expanding the store ofwords and completing their representations (storing all letters of the word inthe correct sequence). The term ‘sight vocabulary’ is a shorthand label for thisstore.Understanding and application of the alphabetic principle underpin not only the application of phonic rules to decode words but also the ease with which a store of sight vocabulary is developed. As the store of sight vocabulary expands and representation of words in it becomes more complete, many – if not most –children develop a ‘self teaching’mechanism, which enables them to infer more sophisticated, complex and conditional phonic rules.
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Why EGRA?: Potential Purpose(s)

1. How is the system doing? Raise government/public 
awareness of a national or regional problem 

2. How is the project doing? Evaluate discrete 
interventions 

3. How are students doing? Help teachers track 
student progress in the lowest primary levels, before 
students have problems and drop out

In all cases, the end goal is to provide resources for 
interventions that clearly address the problem. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Most countries where we work do not have the tools they need to help teachers, most teachers are not explicitly teaching reading skills, and most students do not have reading materials.
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How has EGRA been developed?
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How has EGRA been developed?
1. Literature Review: Substantial and rigorous research 

base (in high income countries) from bilingual reading 
acquisition and children with reading difficulties. 
 5 Key Strategies (Phonemic Awareness, Phonics, 

Fluency, Vocabulary, Comprehension)
 Foundation skills:

1. Are an important predictor of later reading ability 
2. Can be improved through instruction
3. Proper intervention can change the trajectory of 

the student’s predicted learning outcomes
 “Matthew Effect”: Learn to read well and early, or else

Presenter
Presentation Notes
3 key components: Lit review, consultation and piloting5 Key Strategies:1. Phonemic Awareness Instruction (teaching children to focus on and manipulate phonemes in spoken syllables and words);2. Phonics Instruction (help readers understand how letters are linked to sounds—phonemes—to form letter-sound correspondences and spelling patterns and to use this knowledge in their reading);3. Fluency through Guided Oral Reading (having children read aloud with guidance from teachers, peers or parents);4. Vocabulary (explicit instruction and repetition of words children find in printed text);5. Text Comprehension (teaching children to relate and draw meaning from the text to increase understanding).Matthew 13:12 “For whosoever hath, to him shall be given, and he shall have more abundance: but whosoever hath not, from him shall be taken away even that he hath” Actually more applicable to teaching and earning than to “rich get richer” interpretation; monetary wealth is not the context of the original quote (was in the context of accepting teachings).
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How has EGRA been developed?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Matthew writ large:Longitudinal results from US students, medium of instruction is English. Data submitted to DIBELS website.Lower row of numbers represent each month.Green line– those above 40cwpm at the end of 1st grade.
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How has EGRA been developed?
2. Expert Consultation Workshop November 2006 

(funded by USAID with cost share from WB)
 30+ participants from universities, country 

partners, NGOs, WB and USAID
 Discussed L1 vs. L2, language comparisons, 

technology, reliability and validity issues
 English intrinsically more difficult to acquire than 

French or Spanish (takes longer to “crack the 
code”)

 Reviewed research and agreed on proposed 
instrument components and skills to be tested
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How has EGRA been developed?
3. Piloting: Many pilots with various sources of funding

Country Languages Funder

Haiti Creole
Save the 
Children

Jamaica English USAID

Nicaragua
Spanish, 
Miskitu USAID

Peru Spanish
USAID, DFID, 
WB

Kenya
Kiswahili, 
English USAID

Mali Bamanakan Plan Intl
Niger Zarma Plan Intl

South Africa
English and 
5 L1 USAID

The Gambia English World Bank

Senegal
French, 
Wolof World Bank

Afghanistan Dari, Pashtu USAID
Bangladesh Bangla BRAC
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How is EGRA administered?
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How is EGRA administered?
 Individual Oral Assessment, ~10 min per child, ~15 min 

with context questionnaire (translation of instructions to L1 
adds time)

 Same test for first few grades (ceiling/floor issues)

 4 Main phases to baseline EGRA application
1. Adaptation and Pre-testing: 1 week workshop
2. Training: 1-2 weeks, intensive practice with 

stopwatches
3. Data Collection: Sample of about 30 schools per group 

of interest (15-20 students per grade)
4. Analysis and Feedback with local counterparts
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EGRA Instrument Components

1. Engagement/Relationship to Print
2. Letter Naming
3. Phoneme Segmentation
4. Familiar Word Reading
5. Nonsense Word Decoding
6. Paragraph Reading and Comprehension 

Questions
7. Listening Comprehension
8. Dictation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Reading Wars (A Balanced Approach?) Children need to acquire and practice certain skills in the early stages of reading in order to develop fluent automatic word reading, whereas the abilities to understand and appreciate written texts continue to develop throughout life. Development of fluent and automatic word reading skills is based on acquisition and use of phonic knowledge.
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What do the results look like so far?
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What do the results look like so far?

Country Language Grades Schools Students
The Gambia English 1-3 40 1200

French 1-3 36 501
Wolof 1, 3 36 186
Spanish 1-3 41 1924
Miskitu 1-3 6 282

Senegal

Nicaragua
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Summary of EGRA results: The Gambia
 At standard of 45 cwpm for paragraph reading, percent 

of tested students who “can read”:
 G1:  1.4% (Mean=68, Comp. 96%)
 G2:  2.6% (Mean=66, Comp. 96%)
 G3:  6.1% (Mean=73, Comp. 92%)

 Characteristics of “Readers” (N=40) (NR=Non-readers)
 90% have reading books at home (NR: 24%)
 57% say mother is literate in English (NR: 22%)
 88% attended pre-school (NR: 63%)
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Summary of EGRA results: Senegal
 At standard of 45 cwpm for paragraph reading, percent of tested 

students who “can read”:
 G2 French: 11% (Mean=56.8, Comp. 62%)
 G3 French: 48% (Mean=58.1, Comp. 66%)
 G3 Wolof:  28% (Mean=56.8, Comp. 77%)

 Characteristics of French “readers” (NR=Non-readers)
 64% have reading books at home (NR: 47%)
 85% attended pre-school (NR: 77%)

 Characteristics of Wolof “readers” (NR=Non-readers)
 45% have reading books at home (NR: 44%)
 76% attended pre-school (NR: 72%)
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Nicaragua Results
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Summary of EGRA results: Nicaragua
 At standard of 60 cwpm for paragraph reading, 

percent of tested students who “can read” in 
Spanish:
 G1 : 17%, Mean=77 cwpm Comp, 87%
 G2 : 60%, Mean=85 cwpm Comp, 87%
 G3 : 85%, Mean = 101 cwpm, Comp, 87%
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Results: Reliability and Validity
 Reliability—Accuracy and internal consistency
 Cronbach’s Alpha all above 0.8

 Validity—Ability of a measure to report outcomes we 
know to be true
 Face: Policy makers, parents view EGRA as 

related to their “sense” of reading
 Concurrent/External: Requires external measure
 Predictive: Requires longitudinal data, multiple 

measures 

 IRT Analysis (to be conducted with Nicaragua data)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Reliability: accuracy and internal consistency of the measure. To examine the accuracy of a measurement tool it is important to assess the internal consistency, i.e., reliability of the measure. The most common assessment of internal consistency is through Cronbach’s Alpha.Validity:  In order to verify a measure’s concurrent validity or the ability of a measure toreport outcomes that we know to be true from other related measures, psychometricians have several statistical tools.Face Validity– Means something to peopleExternal or Concurrent Validity: Need an external measure that we know to work in measuring learning outcomes. which we are doing in the case of Nicaragua in April 2008.Predictive Validity: Requires longitudinal data
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How can EGRA results be used?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Recall multiple purposes:How is the system doing? Raise government/public awareness of a national or regional problem How is the project doing? Evaluate discreet interventions How are students doing? Help teachers track student progress in the lowest primary levels, before students have problems and drop out
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How can EGRA results be used?
 Tighter specification and sequencing of teacher training 

and curriculum delivery, standardized and heightened 
expectations

 Can inform areas of teacher support and training for 
diagnosing problems 

 One indicator among many: system gas or temperature 
gauge (“dipstick”)

 Only doing large scale paper/pencil tests is like taking 
your car to the mechanic every month because it has 
run out of gas

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Example of Pratham’s strategy:Measurement and SIMPLE classification based on oral reading: story, paragraph, word, letter, nothing.Alphabet and Sound flash cards Lots and lots of paragraph cards: simple, fun storiesMassive distributionTargeted based on where the kids were, in the assessment“Phonics” for the simple stuff, then “whole language” and common sense for the more complex stuffEmphasis on fun and purpose (use paras from day 1) but also skills (cards and so on)Lots and lots and lots of active reading led by teacher and then individually, in class… Lots of time on task.
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How can EGRA results be used?
 Within language groups, compare effectiveness of 

teaching and learning strategies

 Gather information on first and second language 
teaching strategies

 Develop regional approaches and to teacher training

 With proper sampling and psychometric checks, 
could be used to inform project indicators, aid 
decisions

 Use as part of EFA, MDGs, FTI as general reading 
indicator (plans for this)
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How should EGRA *NOT* be used?

 Punitive accountability tool for teachers, schools or 
districts

 Sole assessment of student performance (not meant 
to replace more comprehensive tools)

 Direct use of EGRA content for teacher training (i.e. 
teach this) (rather, components can inspire/inform 
pedagogical strategies)

 Basis for development of firm cut-offs or standards 
(rather should provide an indication of trouble spots 
for teacher support and interventions)
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I take it you already know
Of tough and bough and cough and dough?
Others may stumble but not you,
On hiccough, thorough, laugh and through.
Well done! And now you wish, perhaps,
To learn of less familiar traps?
Beware of heard, a dreadful word
That looks like beard and sounds like bird,
And dead: it’s said like bed, not bead—
For goodness’ sake don’t call it “deed”!
Watch out for meat and great and threat
(They rhyme with suite and straight and debt).
A moth is not a moth in mother
Nor both in bother, broth in brother,
And here is not a match for there
Nor dear and fear for bear and pear
And then there’s dose and rose and lose—
Just look them up—and goose and choose,
And cork and work and card and ward,
And font and front and word and sword,
And do and go and thwart and cart—
Come, come I’ve hardly made a start!
A dreadful language? Man alive.
I’d mastered it when I was five.
Letter in London Times, 1965, cited by Chomsky 1970 and quoted in Beginning to Read, 
Marilyn Jager Adams.
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Additional Reading/Information
 Read Aloud Handbook (Trelease 2006)

 USAID: EdDataII Website: www.eddataglobal.org

 Accelerating Early Grade Reading in High Priority EFA Countries (Chabbott 2006) 

 National Reading Panel Report (2000)

 Teaching reading IS rocket science: what expert teachers of reading should know and be 
able to do (Moats 1999)

 Reading Comprehension Requires Knowledge: of Words and the World (Hirsch 2003)

 Efficient Learning for the Poor (Abadzi 2006)

 Preventing Reading Difficulties in Young Children (Snow et al. 1998)

 Handbook of Early Literacy Research, Vol. 1 & 2 (Dickinson & Neuman 2001 and 2006)

 Reading Acquisition and Developmental Dyslexia (Sprenger-Charolles et al. 2007)

 Beginning to Read (Adams 1990)

 Contact Information: agove@rti.org Instruments: www.eddataglobal.org

http://www.amazon.com/Read-Aloud-Handbook-Sixth/dp/0143037390/sr=8-1/qid=1171414289/ref=pd_bbs_sr_1/002-9860739-8492835?ie=UTF8&s=books
http://www.eddataglobal.org/
http://www.equip123.net/docs/E1-EGRinEFACountriesDeskStudy.pdf
http://www.nationalreadingpanel.org/Publications/summary.htm
http://www.aft.org/pubs-reports/downloads/teachers/rocketsci.pdf
http://www.aft.org/pubs-reports/american_educator/spring2003/AE_SPRNG.pdf
http://www.worldbankinfoshop.org/ecommerce/catalog/product?item_id=5784103
http://www.nap.edu/catalog/6023.html
http://nieer.org/docs/?DocID=26
http://www.nprinc.com/literacy/her2.htm
http://www.psycholinguisticsarena.com/books/Reading-Acquisition-and-Developmental-Dyslexia-isbn9781841695921
http://mitpress.mit.edu/catalog/item/default.asp?tid=9063&ttype=2
mailto:agove@rti.org
http://www.eddataglobal.org/
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